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Words are the tools with which a writer builds his or her work, whether it be a poem, a novel, 

a memoir or a manifesto. Robbing a writer of words is akin to stealing a hammer from a 

carpenter or a colour from an artist’s palette. 

Yet this happens every day, in every corner of the world. Words are, often arbitrarily, 

declared to be “bad words.” They are forbidden, taboo, and using them can inflict a terrible 

penalty on those so audacious to use them. 

In this report you will find some words that in contexts with which we are most familiar 

seem harmless enough. In other contexts, however, they are seen as inflammatory and the 

writers who used them have been thrown in jail. And the example set by those arrests has 

inevitably sent a strong message to others within the community, stifling free expression and  

the communication of ideas.

Some of the examples are baffling, others almost comical, but each illustrates the cruel 

reality of the writer’s life when freedom is denied.

Foreword
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President’s
Report

By Constance Rooke

The first and last word from me is a good one, and a necessary one. It’s just thanks, huge thanks, to all of 

the people—on the Board, on Staff, and in the broader PEN Canada community—who have rallied round 

to make this an extraordinarily productive year.

The Board of PEN Canada is very much a “working board” rather than simply a “policy board”—and 

I can tell you that we’ve worked very hard over this past year. Board members have borne tremendous  

responsibility outside of our lengthy board meetings, both as individuals or in small ad hoc groups dealing 

with particular issues and on standing or ad hoc committees. (Board committees—both standing and ad 

hoc—are staffed by a combination of board members and non-board members.) Some of us worked hard 

to refine our budgeting and financial reporting practices. Many of us worked hard to raise money for PEN 

Canada—organizing special events, seeking support from sponsors and patrons and other donors, and 

so on. We also, of course, worked constantly on furthering PEN’s vital mission and responded to critical 

issues as they arose.

As a board, we spent a good deal of time this year in discussion of some strongly inter-related strategic 

issues. We began with the recognition that (on a number of fronts) PEN Canada has made considerable 

strides over the last two or three years. We are very excited, for example, about recent work being done 

here in Canada on behalf of writers in exile (an effort we also chair for International PEN). However, this 

important new work has been assumed on top of our existing work on behalf of writers in prison around 

the world and activities related to the protection of freedom of expression within Canada. We do not want 

to retreat from any of this work; we want, in fact, to achieve much more. We have a wealth of ideas and an 

appetite for growth. Yet there is only so much that can be done by a small group of people working on a 

small budget, and we are conscious that many of us are feeling stretched as it is. We know that we need to 

be concerned about possible burn-out or just limited availability on the part of some of our most energetic 

and effective volunteers (whether on the board or otherwise), about recruiting more such splendid volun-

teers, and about building our staff complement.

What we have—and seek to resolve—is a familiar and decidedly circular problem of resources:  

Additional human resources are needed to develop the additional financial resources that are required to 

increase the human resources, both paid and volunteer, that are needed to fulfill our mission. We need  

additional staff positions both to support PEN’s work and to help build our membership, volunteer, and 
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donor base. Currently PEN Canada supports . staff positions through its “base budget.” For most of the 

last year, support for an additional . staff positions was provided through two project-specific grants—

but one of these has already expired, and the other is due to expire shortly. 

The term “base budget” as used in the last paragraph is a somewhat dubious one. Our revenues come 

from dues-paying members, additional donations from members, event sponsors, patrons, and other  

donors; from special fund-raising events; and from the sale of PEN Canada merchandise. (Money associ-

ated with project grants comes and goes; and, apart from a small contribution to overhead, is necessarily 

devoted to carrying out the special projects for which the grants were awarded.) What this means is that 

none of the “base” can be assumed; for all of it we have to hustle. At the moment we are in the black, but 

the situation remains precarious, especially in view of increased expenses and the need for additional staff. 

Accordingly, the board is focusing a large share of its attention on ways of building a firmer and larger 

financial “base” for PEN Canada. 

Over this past year, we made significant efforts to increase our membership base. We engaged in a direct 

mail campaign and sought out new members at a number of literary festivals and events. A year ago PEN 

Canada had  dues-paying members; we now have 76 dues-paying members, and hope we may break 

the 800 mark through outstanding renewals prior to this year’s Annual General Meeting. (In addition, we 

have a number of honorary and other non-dues paying members.) We have seen significant growth in all 

three membership categories: full, associate, and student. We have made progress in geographical distribu-

tion, although it continues to be the case that the majority of our members are in Ontario. We have also 

established a new Membership Committee, chaired by Michael Helm, with a mandate to strengthen our 

membership base. We have the potential, I am convinced, for very significant further growth—especially in 

the associate and student categories and outside Ontario. 

Strengthening our membership base across Canada and across categories is an essential part of the 

effort to increase our revenue base, of course. But it does much more than this. It strengthens our voice and 

gives us more hands and minds—more people—to draw on to do PEN Canada’s work. As the categories 

of regular and associate members grow, we will form a stronger community of writers and readers with a 

passionate commitment to human rights and freedom of expression. As the category of student members 

grows, and as the number of young writers among our members increases, the future of PEN Canada will 

become more secure. And as our members are distributed more and more widely across Canada, we will 

become a more fully national and a much stronger and more persuasive organization. 

The board recognizes the tremendous, utterly essential contributions made to PEN Canada by our  

patrons and sponsors and other donors. We will seek, of course, to increase their number as we work in the 

years ahead to strengthen our financial base. But we are also determined to show our deep appreciation to 

these supporters in whatever ways we can. To that end, we have established an annual “thank you” event for 

our patrons and sponsors. Last year this event was linked to an exhibition of banned books at the Fisher 

Rare Book Library; this year it  will be a private reception preceding the June 0 launch at Hart House of 

our new PEN Canada anthology, Writing Life. 

The sale of PEN Canada merchandise (t-shirts, posters, etc.) is a steady, but sometimes very modest 

component of our revenue base. We hope to experience a “spike” in this category with the publication by  

McClelland & Stewart—in its centenary year!—of Writing Life, our third PEN Canada anthology. Two previ-

ous anthologies, Writing Away (99) and Writing Home (997), were also published by M&S and edited by 

me—and have raised a good deal of money for PEN Canada. I want to thank McClelland & Stewart for its 

generosity in providing all of its services without charge so that as much as possible of the cover price of the 

book will go to PEN Canada; and I thank the wonderful people of M&S for their endless enthusiasm and  

all their hard work—most especially, I thank the extraordinary Anita Chong, who worked with me on the an-

thology from its beginnings through to the end. Above all, of course, I’m grateful the fifty remarkable writers 

who interrupted their own busy writing lives to give new work to Writing Life in support of PEN Canada.

To fund our work, we also rely very strongly on special events, such as ticketed readings and other 

events whose proceeds are dedicated to PEN Canada; for example, a recent series of appearances in western 

Canada by Rohinton Mistry generated approximately ten thousand dollars in support of PEN’s work. We 

are grateful not only to Rohinton, but also to M&S and the bookstores that hosted the events: McNally 

Robinson Booksellers, Audrey’s Books, and Greenwoods’ Bookshoppe. 

Last fall, we entered into a new partnership with Harbourfront’s International Festival of Authors, thus 

reinstating our annual PEN benefit and positioning it as the opening night of IFOA. The evening began 

in the Premier Dance Theatre with a panel (Dionne Brand, Adrienne Clarkson, Ann-Marie MacDonald, 

and Deepa Mehta) and a reading by Alice Munro, and continued with a gala dinner and auction in the 
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Great Hall at Hart House. The inaugural PEN Canada-Paul Kidd Courage Prize was awarded to Paul  

William Roberts on this occasion. (Work is now secretly underway on the second iteration of the resur-

rected benefit, under the guidance of Janet Somerville, Camilla Gibb, and Michael Helm, for October 

006!) Sponsors for the 00 event were RBC Financial Group; Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt llp; Random 

House of Canada; James Appel; George & Martha Butterfield; Diamond and Schmitt Architects; The Globe 

and Mail; Soapbox Design Communications; Book City; Cumberland Investments; Deloitte & Touche llp; 

Florence Minz; House of Anansi Press; Indigo Books & Music; McClelland & Stewart; Royal St. George’s 

College; Thomas Allen & Son; and the University of Guelph —and we are immensely grateful to them all, 

as well as to all the people who donated marvellous “experiences” to our auction and to Hal Hannaford, our 

splendid auctioneer. The event was brilliantly co-chaired by Martha Butterfield and Louise Dennys; huge 

thanks again to them and their hard-working committee. 

I do see that most of what I have said here relates to money. I’m counting, of course, on the other reports 

contained in this annual report to give you a proper sense of PEN Canada’s real work, and to demonstrate 

why it’s so important each and every year to generate the money we need to do it. As President, however, 

I have worked on other matters. This, after all, was the year of Orhan Pamuk, of the Danish cartoons, and 

of Three Wishes. (PEN also helped in the effort to save Kogawa House, which we expect will be used in part 

by our writers in exile.) So there were positions to be arrived at and statements to be made and actions to 

be undertaken. These were broadly collaborative efforts, of course. But I want especially to offer my fervent 

thanks to Louise Dennys, Chair of our Communications Committee, and to Camilla Gibb, PEN Canada’s 

Vice President; it was a special privilege to think these matters through with you. 

Finally, my thanks to all members of our remarkable board and staff—especially, of course, to Isobel 

Harry. It has been a wonderful year.

PEN Canada 
defends freedom 
of expression by 
assisting writers 
around the world 
persecuted or exiled 
for the expression 
of their thoughts.

president’s report
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In Tunisia, one may call the regime of President Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali 

many things. However, the government should never be compared to a 

zoo. Cyber-dissident Zouhair Yahyaoui learned that lesson the hard way. 

In an irreverent attempt to encourage debate on the state of his country – 

and to test how far a person in Tunisia could push freedom of expression 

– in June 00 Yahyaoui asked readers of his satirical Web site, tunezine.

com, if they thought that Tunisia was “a republic, kingdom, a zoo or a 

prison.” Yahyaoui was arrested soon after, becoming the first person work-

ing on the Internet to be targeted by the Tunisian judiciary. In protest, he 

refused to attend the court to hear the sentence against him. Yahyaoui was 

sentenced in July 00 to 8 months’ imprisonment for spreading false  

information. Even though the Internet is well established in Tunisia, where 

even President Ben Ali has extolled its virtues, the number of service pro-

viders in the country is limited, and they are reportedly run by companies 

with close ties to the government. Indeed, Tunisia has become one of the 

most repressive countries in the world in terms of freedom of expression. 

All news media promote the official line and practise self-censorship to 

avoid news and commentary that would criticize government policies. 

After three hunger strikes in protest at his jail conditions, Yahyaoui was 

conditionally released in November 00. Tragically, the 6-year old died 

suddenly in March 00, following an apparent heart attack.



Executive Director’s Report
By Isobel Harry

PEN Canada in the World

I have just returned from PEN’s 7nd World Congress in Berlin. This is the  8th anniversary of International 

PEN – it was in 9 that the British writer Amy Dawson Scott wrote to her daughter: “I’ve got an IDEA! 

A Dining Club – men and women of repute… I’ve started my international dinner Club. I’ve called it the 

PEN because it consists of poets, Playwrights, Essayists and Novelists … If we had an International Dinner 

Club, with Centres in every capital city in the world, membership of one meaning membership of all, we 

should have a common meeting ground in every country for all writers … the dinner club is more to draw 

the nations together … in literature.” 

The first dinner took place on October , 9, attended by  writers. The first congress was held in May 

9, with  Centres sending delegates. By 9 there were 0 centres voting on resolutions that were to 

form the basis of the PEN Charter. When the Universal Declaration was being drafted in 98 as a charter 

for the United Nations, the authors consulted PEN’s document.

There are now  centres in 0 countries, and the original meaning and purpose of the organization 

still resonates. What Herman Ould wrote in The New Statesman and The Nation in 9 could have been 

written about our own contemporary world: “The P.E.N. stands for liberty of expression throughout the 

world and views with apprehension the continual steps to encroach upon that liberty in the name of social 

security and international strategy. It affirms its belief that the necessary advance of the world towards a 

more highly organized political and economic order renders a free criticism of administrations and institu-

tions imperative from all points of view.”

PEN Canada celebrates its own anniversary this year – its 80th. Founded in 96 in Montreal, we are one 

of the earliest PEN centres in existence. (In the 980’s the organization divided into two, with the Anglo-

phone centre moving to Toronto to become PEN Canada, while the Francophone centre – Québec PEN 

– remains in Montreal.) We are proud of our record as a leading voice within International PEN, and that 

we are one of the most active centres in the organization. 

At the Berlin Congress there were many wide-ranging and exciting discussions about the future of 

PEN, as a result of a restructuring at headquarters in London and of a new -year strategic plan. PEN 

Canada, as always, was very involved in these discussions at all levels. PEN Canada delegates (this year past 

president Haroon Siddiqui and myself) hit the ground running at congresses and remain busily engaged 

pen canada            pen canada
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throughout the week of meetings and assemblies. This week in May was one of the most eventful ever and 

in many ways mirrors the intense work we do in Canada. Congresses offer an opportunity to wrap up in an  

annual summary one’s own achievements on behalf of PEN members, much like our AGM in Canada, in an  

international context.

PEN works for persecuted writers

During the Writers in Prison Committee sessions PEN Canada took the lead in drafting two resolutions 

that were later approved unanimously by the Assembly of Delegates: on Iran and on China. In China, PEN 

Canada has seven Honorary Members detained in violation of their right to freedom of expression, and  

in Iran three. We also worked with the Iranian Writers in Exile PEN Centre and Swedish PEN to draft a  

letter to Ayatollah Khamenei regarding the urgent situation of the academic Ramin Jahanbegloo, formerly 

a professor at the University of Toronto who is now detained on unspecified charges in Evin prison, the 

same notorious prison where the Canadian-Iranian photojournalist Zahra Kazemi met her death  after tor-

ture. The letter was signed by the President, International Secretary and Writers in Prison Committee Chair of 

International PEN, as well as by members of the board and delegates of PEN centres in the Assembly. We 

met Khalil Rostamkhani and Faraj Sarkoohi, Honorary Members now living in Germany, as well as the 

daughter of Honorary Member Nasser Zarafshan, who remains in prison in Iran. It is gratifying to encoun-

ter those on whose behalf PEN Canada has successfully campaigned and to find inspiration to continue on 

behalf of those still imprisoned. 

A large part of our role involved chairing two meetings of the International PEN Writers in Exile  

Network. PEN Canada has chaired this Network for four years, and has seen much growth in membership 

and activities. Our own work in Canada serves as a model for other centres’ academic placement programs 

for exiled writers: we have partnerships with over twenty institutions in Canada, with ten exiled writers 

currently placed. We are proud to have sat on the advisory committee for the pioneering Sheridan Col-

lege International Journalism Program that will allow foreign-trained journalists to apply their academic  

credits directly toward a Canadian college degree. We successfully obtained two grants from the Canada 

Council to serve as stipends for writers placed at Carleton University (Ottawa) and at the University of 

King’s College (Halifax), and created the PEN Canada/RBC Writer’s Fellowship for New Canadians with 

the RBC Foundation to facilitate the placement of a writer at the University of Saskatchewan (Saskatoon). 

RBC will fund the fellowship again this year. We are supported once again in all this work by the Maytree 

Foundation and the International Development Research Centre, Ottawa, for which we are very grateful.

Reporting at this year’s International Network meetings were Norwegian, Scottish, English, German, 

Finnish, Sydney, Québec, Swedish, Melbourne PEN centres, PEN USA (Los Angeles) and PEN American 

Center (New York). Other centres joining in were Nepalese, Indian, Esperanto, Vietnamese Writers Abroad, 

Kurdish, and Independent Chinese. The range of activities is vast and encompasses providing administra-

tive support for complex refugee claims, creating a European Cities of Refuge Network  and working with 

municipalities to launch new city partners in Norway, Scotland, Sydney, Germany and England, design-

ing public art, theatre and readings projects involving exiled writers, publishing anthologies, liaising with 

universities and other institutions to offer academic opportunities, and recommending changes to official 

cultural policy regarding translation in several countries. 

In fact, the biggest news concerned the growing number of translation initiatives by centres. Esther Allen of 

PEN American Center’s Translation Program spoke about the report on “Translation and Globalization” she 

presented to PEN’s International Committee on Translation and Linguistic Rights, which seeks to provide an 

overview of international literary translation in a variety of contexts. Specific emphasis is given to the prob-

lem of the English language: that is, the fact that more than 0% of the world’s literary translations are from  

English into other languages, while fewer than % are from other languages into English. The report will be 

a tool for International PEN and for the many regional PEN centres to further PEN’s longstanding goal of 

promoting and supporting an idea of world literature that is inclusive of all languages and literary traditions.

PEN Canada’s Writers in Exile Committee has formally proposed to our own Canada Council for the 

Arts changes to the way literary translation is funded. Among other changes, we have proposed that pub-

lic funding for translation include translation from languages other than English, French and Canada’s 

Aboriginal languages, regardless of the nationality of the author of the work. This initiative is aimed at 

recognizing the fact that Canada’s culture is being transformed into a global one in order to foster a reading 

culture that acknowledges the depth of literary contributions of immigrants to Canada. We are fortunate 

to have Beatriz Hausner, former head of the Literary Translators Association of Canada, on the Committee 

to steer this proposal.

executive director’s report
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Advances in PEN Canada’s work with exiled writers have been nothing short of astonishing. In addition 

to the translation initiative and the ongoing placements efforts, we held a dinner-discussion with interna-

tional attendees in April, directed at expanding the Network’s supporters. We received offers of support 

from McGill University, the Ontario Library Association and many others; ongoing discussions with the 

City of Toronto about the City of Refuge program are very promising. 

Though the Trillium-funded highly successful Readers & Writers program came to an end this year, 

we are developing plans for other initiatives to ensure our exiled writers continue to be heard in com-

munities across the country.

Perhaps the most significant outcome from the Berlin Congress for PEN Canada is that we will continue 

as chair of the Writers in Exile Network for another year. During that year, we will begin to explore a plan 

to base Network coordination in Canada. Canada is traditionally a welcoming country for immigrants and 

as such is uniquely placed to coordinate a refugee writer network for International PEN. We have already 

received expressions of strong support from many centres, especially Norway, and from International PEN, 

for our efforts toward this goal in the next year. We will begin right away by meeting with the Scholar at 

Risk Network (based at NYU) and World University Service Canada to explore possible collaboration in 

areas of mutual concern.

Thanks to a very committed Exile Committee of long-standing advocates, we move forward in a 

thoughtful and strategic manner. Thank you to volunteer members Maggie Helwig, Anna Luengo, Munir 

Saami, Haroon Siddiqui, Fraser Sutherland, programs staffer David Cozac and former Readers & Writers 

project coordinator Philip Adams for all their energetic work.

More good work 

Another successful PEN initiative carried out by PEN Canada in support of International PEN, with PEN’s 

International Secretary – on behalf of UNESCO – was to help create the new Jamaican PEN Centre. It was 

only a year and a half ago that Joanne Leedom-Ackerman & I visited Kingston Jamaica and encountered the 

Calabash Literary Festival crew and other writers. Colin Channer, Justine Henzell and Kwame Dawes gave 

us a very warm welcome and lots of enthusiasm for the PEN idea. We also met with Carolyn Cooper and 

Rex Nettleford at the University of the West Indies’ Mona campus, John Maxwell of the Jamaica Observer, 

Rachel Manley, David Boxer of the National Gallery and several others who expressed interest in the project. 

Subsequently I visited Calabash where I met even more writers and where Russell Banks sat down with us 

and did a PEN pitch no-one could turn down: Put yourselves into a world network of writers to help perse-

cuted writers. So, 0 Caribbean writers signed the Charter, fulfilled the membership requirements and sent 

two writers to Berlin, again with the help of UNESCO, where the new centre was approved unanimously. 

While this report is not the usual tour of domestic activities since last report, I hope it provides per-

haps a more visceral feel for the work of PEN Canada. So many ideas whirl around PEN congresses that 

one’s head is literally spinning with possibilities and plans, often based on what one hears from other PEN 

centres. For example in a session on PEN and education, we heard that Swiss-Italian PEN teaches class-

rooms of kids how to read newspapers; that Scottish PEN works with the journalists’ union on the right to 

freedom of expression; that the African Writers Abroad PEN centre encourages “orature” where primary 

and secondary school children listen to each other’s cultures’ stories and produce little books; and that 

PEN USA in Los Angeles has developed a creative classroom program in which students are encouraged to 

censor their classmates to teach them lessons about free speech. These are great ideas to bring to bear on 

our plans to further our fledgling Freedom of in the Classroom project in collaboration with the Canadian 

Commission for UNESCO.

The most memorable PEN encounters – other than with Honorary Members – often are with the newer 

centres, and the program description given to me by Dr. Samay Hamed, a board member of the new Afghan 

PEN centre – set up with Canadian and Norwegian funding – is a good example. The centre’s house in 

Kabul is called PEN House; 6 members pay dues of $.us/month. The first day of every month is called 

Roshanak, or Children’s Day, for the teaching of children’s literature; the last day of the month is Rabi’ah 

Day, after “the mother of Persian poetry,” given over to facilitating women’s writing. Every Thursday is 

Rainbow Day, for the reading of new works or presentation of cultural programs. Each month, one day is 

Mirror Day for critiques of cultural authorities and personalities, a kind of “PEN Court,” Hamed said, where 

a Minister, a head of a cultural NGO or famous writer has to face the assessment of the PEN members. In 

some high schools Afghan PEN has what it calls Writers’ Nests where writers visit to hold workshops; and 

finally, there’s the Young Writers’ Galaxy, with 00 university students so far. “We are a poor country,” said 

Hamed, “but not poor in literature.” A question arising from this conversation is: How can PEN Canada 

executive director’s report
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support these efforts? We’ve already decided to pursue getting some old computers donated by the City of 

Toronto. I welcome other member suggestions. 

PEN Canada at home

So, what kind of year was it here at home? The annual program reports by chairs Alan Cumyn and  

Christopher Waddell reflect just how actively we have been campaigning on your behalf against censorship 

and to free persecuted writers. The International PEN Writers in Prison Committee conference in Istanbul 

in March provided us with an intimate look into the lives of Turkish writers and journalists facing endless 

charges simply for expressing opinions different from the officially-approved canon and reminded us of 

how important PEN’s support is at this crucial time in Turkey’s history.

Thanks to President Constance Rooke’s vision of a more inclusive broader-based organization of read-

ers and writers, we have a new outreach strategy designed to get more people across Canada interested in  

joining PEN Canada. With a grant from the Ontario Arts Council, we worked with communications expert 

Mary MacNutt, and with membership chair Michael Helm, to refine our message to potential members and 

supporters, with particular focus on the general public and youth. We are keen on engaging PEN’s writer 

members in promoting our mission across the country whenever they are speaking or reading. Our presence 

at literary festivals is increasing through our Empty Chair representing an Honorary Member who cannot 

attend. With Alliance Atlantis’s generous offer of help to produce a 0-second public service announcement, 

we hope you will soon see PEN Canada’s first-ever televised message flickering across your screens.

This year marked the culmination of concerted outreach to acquire volunteers and interns to help with 

the office workload. Thanks to Sheridan College we enjoyed the assistance of Scott Bryson of the Print 

Journalism Program for a month; the Summer Career Placement Program of Human Resources and Skills 

Development Canada will pay Jackie Grandy, former volunteer, to work with us for ten weeks this sum-

mer; as last year, we will have an intern from Humber College’s Public Relations Program to help with Fall 

events; in August, Aidan Johnson from the University of Chicago will intern with us for ten weeks thanks 

to a grant he has received from their Human Rights Program. Pike Wright has worked a day a week this 

year as volunteer coordinator, processing the many requests we receive and interviewing and channeling 

volunteers into a clerical or events stream. Invaluable assistance was also provided by Umwalli Sollange, 

Hallie Switzer and Emily Blakelock, as well as the bevy of volunteers who donate their time to the cause of 

free expression. 

David Cozac’s quick and efficient program expertise related to freedom of expression and exiled writers 

is a boon to all who come into contact with him. Caitlin Smith has worked long and hard on events and on 

developing fundraising strategies in the area of individual donors, among her many other tasks. She is the 

take-charge person at PEN Canada whom most callers and visitors encounter when first coming into contact 

with the office. I am truly grateful to both for making this organization a force to be reckoned with.

Special thanks to Philip Adams for his friendly and compassionate coordination of the Readers & Writers 

project; he is missed by many exiled writers who are relieved to know he is now working with one of our 

partner organisations, Diaspora Dialogues. 

On behalf of PEN Canada, I also wish to express my deep gratitude to president Constance Rooke,  

our volunteer board of directors, and to all members, patrons and corporate sponsors listed in this annual 

report. With your commitment, PEN Canada remains an important advocate for civil rights in this country 

and internationally, and an essential voice for the voiceless.
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In 0th century history, one event that is laden with controversy is the 

killing of approximately . million Armenians by Turkey between 9 

and 9. Armenians say that their people were killed as the Ottoman  

Empire forced them from eastern Turkey during those years – and that 

this was a deliberate campaign of genocide. For their part, Turkish officials 

insist the death count is inflated and that Armenians were killed or dis-

placed as the Ottoman Empire tried to secure its border with Russia and 

stop attacks by Armenian militants. However, Canada, along with about 

 other nations, including France, Russia and Argentina, says that those 

Armenians were victims of genocide. Many academics who specialise 

in such matters concur. But, woe to the Turk who alludes to the events 

as “genocide.” Witness Orhan Pamuk, one of Turkey’s most well known 

authors. He faced up to three years in prison for a comment published 

in a Swiss newspaper early in 00. Pamuk was quoted as saying, “…a  

million Armenians were killed in these lands and nobody but me dares 

to talk about it.” Turkey does not dispute the deaths, but rejects labelling 

them “genocide.” Debate on these issues has been stifled by stringent laws, 

some leading to lengthy lawsuits, fines and, in some cases, prison terms. 

Legal proceedings against Pamuk were later dropped; however, the legis-

lation that makes utterances of “genocide” or references to it as an insult 

to Turkish identity are still on the books.





The word connotes spirituality, faith, journey. The pilgrim is reverent and 

normally seeks enlightenment on his or her path. However, in Uzbekistan, a 

country in which close to 90 percent of the population is muslim, “pilgrimage” 

means trouble. The rulers of the Central Asian country have limited religious 

expression ever since gaining independence in 99. Unregistered religious 

activity is illegal and virtually all religious communities are subject to strict 

government control – especially Islam. The regime in Uzbekistan sees “radical 

Islam” as a threat to national security. Therefore, harsh measures against 

“fundamentalists” also end up persecuting any Muslim who publicly expresses 

his or her belief. It was in this stifling atmosphere that young journalist  

Sobirjon Yakubov committed the transgression of writing about his experience 

on the haj – the pilgrimage to Mecca. In a country where the state limits even 

the number of Muslims who can go on the haj, reporting on it for public 

consumption went too far. The -year-old correspondent for the newspaper 

Hurriyat was arrested in April 00 on charges that he had violated an article 

of the Uzbek Criminal Code by attempting to “overthrow the constitutional 

order.” Yakubov’s colleagues at the newspaper said he was a moderate Muslim 

who had written on Islamic issues. His article about the haj, titled “A Journey 

to the Land of Dreams,” led to his being jailed and facing 0 years in prison. 

In April 006, on account of lack of evidence, Yakubov was released, but 

remains in the land of nightmares. 



A year of WiPC work emerges like a patchwork 
quilt of releases and imprisonments, victories and 
setbacks, hopeful signs and frustrating reversals. 
Issues flare up and die down, but always central are 
the writers we have chosen to speak for and care 
about, our Honorary Members. 

A year ago, in Iran, Akbar Ganji was out of the notorious Evin prison on medical leave. Held for five years 

for writing about the serial murders of writers and intellectuals, he was suffering from back and respiratory 

problems. Evin prison was the site of the 00 death by torture of Canadian photojournalist Zahra Kazemi. 

Now Ganji’s leave had expired and he was overdue to return to Evin. He swore he would not. 

Nasser Zarafshan, another PEN Canada Honorary Member, was also still in prison, and on a hunger 

strike. He vowed he would not relent until freed.

In Saudi Arabia, new Honorary Members Ali Al-Domaini and Matrouk Al-Faleh were in prison for 

criticizing the slow pace of reforms and trying to set up a human rights group. Their minder, Carleton  

History professor Debbie Gorham, began a significant letter-writing campaign on their behalf.

A year ago PEN Canada was also working hard behind the scenes with Canadian government officials to 

convince the Chinese government to release journalist Jiang Weiping, whose wife and daughter were now 

living in Toronto. Jiang, in his sixth year of prison, had written about a corrupt official who had gambled 

away a fortune in public money. Since Jiang’s incarceration, communications with his family had been 

infrequent and his health too was suffering.

By August 00 the new Saudi Honorary Members were freed in an amnesty proclaimed by the king. 

Jiang Weiping had also been allowed to meet with his brother and sister-in-law in prison, and there was 

hope for an early release. But Akbar Ganji was back in Evin prison on a protracted hunger strike.

Writers in Prison Committee
By Alan Cumyn
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Also in the works last summer was an intriguing report by China specialist Charles Burton on the 

China-Canada Bilateral Human Rights Dialogue. Along with other NGOs, PEN Canada has long been 

active in pressing the Canadian government to improve these yearly in camera meetings, which had never 

been formally reviewed. Nine years ago the dialogue replaced Canada’s efforts to pressure China on human 

rights through the increasingly dysfunctional United Nations Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR). 

But many China watchers felt the dialogue was largely ineffective given China’s regularly deplorable record 

on Internet censorship, arrests of journalists and dissidents, its politically tainted justice system, and con-

tinued ill-treatment of prisoners, among many other issues. Finally, after years of pressure, Foreign Affairs 

agreed to commission Burton, a well-respected academic, to study the dialogue.

In the fall of 00 the WiPC was concerned with the upcoming trial of Orhan Pamuk, a Turkish writer of 

international stature facing up to four years in prison for “insulting Turkishness.” His crime? He had com-

mented in an interview about mass killings of Armenians and Kurds in Turkish history. These particular 

charges made international headlines, but similar ones were pending against many other Turkish writers. 

The fall brought two notable positive turns in our WiPC work. After significant international pressure, 

Nguyên Hông Quang was released from a forced labour camp in Vietnam. The dissident writer, lawyer and 

head of the banned Vietnamese Mennonite Church had already served two years on vague charges. And 

in Mexico, where PEN Canada has been working with Mexican groups to campaign against impunity for 

murders of journalists, the Mexican government finally announced a number of legal initiatives to protect 

journalists, including naming a special prosecutor and pledging better police training.

The new year brought a wave of good news. Jiang Weiping was released six months early, and the case 

against Pamuk was dismissed. Yet Jiang’s requests for a visa to visit his family in Canada were denied, and 

in Turkey many other less prominent writers continued to face charges related to the “insult” laws. 

In February Yu Donghue, one of PEN Canada’s longest-serving Honorary Members, was released from 

a Chinese jail. He had been held since 989 after throwing a paint-filled egg at a huge portrait of Mao dur-

ing the Tiananmen protests. Sadly, after years of mistreatment, Yu was in a state of mental collapse that had 

been long rumoured but now was confirmed. 

February brought as well the incendiary controversy over the Danish cartoons of the Prophet Muhammed. 

The issue cut across a sensitive divide in the International PEN charter which, on the one hand, decries cen-

sorship, but on the other requires members to “use what influence they have in favour of good understanding 

and mutual respect between nations; [to] pledge themselves to do their utmost to dispel race, class and 

national hatreds, and to champion the ideal of one humanity living in peace in one world.” PEN Canada’s 

President Constance Rooke issued a press release which, while defending the right to publish the cartoons, 

also asked for restraint on all sides so that space for critical debate might be created.

Also in February PEN Canada’s WiPC participated in the annual Foreign Affairs human rights consulta-

tions in advance of the UNCHR meetings in Geneva. But this year much of the talk revolved around reform of 

the UN body itself. Canada was very active in bringing about needed change, and the result is a revamped UN 

Human Rights Council which hopefully will avoid the political manoeuvrings and failings of the old body.

In March 006 in Istanbul Executive Director Isobel Harry and Programs Coordinator David Cozac met 

with representatives of International PEN and the 0-odd PEN centres which have WiPCs. PEN Canada 

is one of the few centres with salaried staff dedicated to WiPC work, and our long history of involvement, 

personified in Isobel Harry, gives us a key leadership role in the group. The conference gave members a 

chance to discuss and debate many issues, but also to meet released Honorary Members. A “case” becomes 

something else altogether when a warm hand presses yours, when someone looks in your eyes and thanks 

you for writing, for speaking up, for caring.

After months of hunger strike, Akbar Ganji was finally freed in March 006. Yet Nasser Zarafshan re-

mained in prison, and May brought more troubling news: Canadian-Iranian professor Ramin Jahanbegloo 

had been arrested and is now being held in Evin prison. A director at the Cultural Research Bureau in 

Tehran, he has been a moderate voice. His arrest brings the spectre of the horrible fate of Kazemi, and the 

ill-treatment of Ganji, Zarafshan and so many others.

So the work goes on.

Most recently Professor Burton has finally released his long-awaited report on the dialogue with China. 

His findings? Our pleas for human rights improvement are dying within the middle levels of the Chinese 

government bureaucracy. There’s no evidence that anyone in a decision-making role hears them. The dia-

logues have mostly been an empty diplomatic show.

But, partly due to PEN Canada’s pressure, we now have a credible public report that says so. In so many 

ways, the work is just beginning.

writers in prison committee



How the state continues to restrict public access  
to some words and wants new powers to learn  
what words are being used in private conversations 
dominated much of the work of the National  
Affairs Committee over the past year.

On the one hand the courts in Canada continue to impose publication bans while police and justice  

officials try to use the court system to force journalists and authors to reveal the identity of confidential 

sources. On the other, those same authorities also want expanded powers to undercut individual privacy 

by intercepting emails more easily and obtaining information about an individual‘s web browsing habits 

from Internet service providers that is now denied without a court order. 

Finally it remains a sad truth that hardly a year goes by without attempts somewhere in Canada to ban 

or restrict access to books and this year unfortunately was no exception.

Last summer the National Affairs Committee submitted a brief and then appeared in October before 

Ontario’s Panel on Justice and the Media, created by the province’s Attorney General to improve under-

standing and relations between the media and Ontario’s justice system.

Our submission concentrated on four issues:

•  Arguing against publication bans imposed by the courts but if they are used, they should be imposed only 

after argument in open court following sufficient notice to the media that allows for submissions in opposi-

tion to a ban; introduced for a fixed time only; and imposed on a selective rather than blanket basis. 

•  Stressing the need for timely prosecutions to prevent situations where those with the financial resources 

can drag out a case in the courts to bankrupt an author or journalist. 

•  Condemning the recent increase in attempts by authorities to obtain the confidential sources of journalists 

and authors; and

•  Suggesting a regular educational interchange between authors and journalists and judges to improve the 

knowledge each has about the other’s activities.

National Affairs
By Christopher Waddell
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The panel is still working on its report with no date yet set either for submitting it to the Attorney  

General or for releasing it to the public.

Another issue being closely monitored by the National Affairs Committee is the possibility of legislation 

to place new limits on privacy by giving police more powers to intercept e-mail and other forms of elec-

tronic communications. The previous Liberal government introduced Bill C-7 in the House of Commons 

on November , 00 to do just that. It would also have given police greater powers to gather information 

more easily from Internet service providers about their customers. Fortunately, that bill died when the  

Liberals were defeated in Parliament days later. The Conservative government has not yet indicated whether 

it will introduce the same or a similar bill into the new Parliament but PEN Canada will be watching this 

issue closely as a member of the International Civil Liberties Monitoring Group in Ottawa. 

In the coming months there will also be parliamentary hearings on the Conservative government’s 

proposed changes to the Access to Information Act. New restrictions on access to information contained in 

the Federal Accountability Act are worrisome and PEN Canada will express its concerns to the committee 

when hearings are held on the bill. 

On a different legislative front, our efforts in conjunction with The Writers’ Union of Canada to change 

provisions in the child pornography legislation, Bill C-, in the last Parliament unfortunately did not  

succeed. Members of Parliament did not accept our submission that the bill should not remove the defence 

of artistic merit from previous legislation. Under C- passed last year, writers and artists will have to dem-

onstrate their work has “legitimate purpose” if faced with child pornography charges. It remains to be seen 

how courts will interpret this new provision.

Two other national issues generated considerable debate and action among executive members during 

the past year. One was how Canadians should respond to demands that Danish cartoons about Mohammed 

be banned from publication while also preserving freedom of expression. 

As our February 0 news release on the Danish cartoon controversy stated: “PEN Canada often  

defends speech with which many of us strongly disagree. If we did not, the principle of free speech would 

be meaningless. Healthy debate has been the way of our society, within the bounds of decency and the 

law. PEN Canada supports the right of a free press to publish these cartoons, but also believes that a wise 

consideration of the principle of ‘voluntary restraint’ would have led to better decisions. Finally we urge all  

Canadians as they enter into dialogue on this matter to support two great principles on which our democracy 

depends: the right to free speech and respect for the dignity and beliefs of others. Both must be upheld.”

The other issue was the campaign by the Canadian Jewish Congress to have access to the book Three 

Wishes: Palestinian and Israeli Children Speak restricted in school libraries and declared ineligible and 

not “age-appropriate” for the Ontario Library Association’s Silver Birch Award. That was followed by the  

Toronto District School Board’s decision to remove Three Wishes from school library shelves.

PEN Canada also joined a broad coalition of groups that included The Writers’ Union, the Book and  

Periodical Council, the Association of Canadian Publishers and the Coalition for School Libraries in holding 

a news conference to defend freedom of expression and call on the Toronto Board to return Three Wishes 

to school library shelves. 

Our call achieved only partial success as the Board staff will review the process by which it determines 

material is “sensitive” and report in September. The decision of the chair of the school board to rule out of 

order an effort to raise questions at a school board meeting about banning the book was deeply disturbing 

as it demonstrated the lack of understanding on the part of many school trustees of the implications of 

their decision to remove Three Wishes from book shelves.

The fact that restrictions could be placed on public access to books in schools demonstrates the  

continuing need for PEN Canada to be vigilant and to speak out loudly when freedom of expression is 

threatened at home as well as around the world.

national affairs





The problem with listing a bad word or phrase that would get you into 

trouble in China is choice: which one is most representative? There is 

an embarrassment of riches, so to speak. Indeed, The Washington Post 

in February 006 obtained a list of 6 keywords that alert the Chinese 

censors to potentially suspicious activity on the Internet. In any event, 

“human rights” appears to encompass a lot of the issues that Beijing regards 

as sensitive. Be it independence in Tibet or Xianjiang, Taiwan, the Falun 

Gong, state corruption or the June , 989, massacre in Tiananmen Square, the 

over-arching matter concerns human rights and freedom for the individual. 

The rapid growth of Internet use in mainland China has resulted in the 

state becoming ever-more vigilant in monitoring it. Countless Web sites 

are banned, while one cannot get very far in carrying out discussions on-

line of what Beijing deems as a taboo topic. How does one know if what 

one is writing or posting on the Net prohibited? Why, none other than the 

cute cartoon icons “jingjing” and “chacha.” Not so cute is what those names 

mean: jing cha is “police” in Mandarin. These virtual male and female 

Internet police officers appear on the user’s screen any time that s/he is 

surfing a sensitive topic. In other words: we’re watching you. In a bizarre 

twist, the jingjing and chacha characters each have a Web log (“blog”), 

while users can interact with them live to find out more about the state-

imposed restrictions on their freedom of expression rights.
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As part of PEN Canada’s work to effect  

the release from prison of its Honorary 

Members, some of our membership serves  

as volunteer minders. The member selects 

one or more of the cases of an imprisoned 

writer. The minder then takes on the role of 

monitoring developments in the situation 

of the Honorary Member. The key roles that 

the minders play are to write regular letters 

of support to the imprisoned writer and/or to 

family members and letters of appeal to the 

relevant government officials. If they have the 

time and the inclination, minders are also 

welcome to draft petitions; highlight the case 

through op-ed pieces in the local newspaper; 

alert other media to the situation of the 

Honorary Member; or make presentations  

to local schools or community organizations.  

The work that minders do proves invaluable  

to that done by PEN Canada.

If you are interested in becoming a  

minder, please contact us at 416.703.8448 x24, 

or wipc@pencanada.ca.

Honorary Member Minder

Zahra Kazemi  canada/iran Douglas Donegani

Hada  inner mongolia, china  Jane Kay

Gao Qinrong  china Elaine Slater

Shi Tao  china Charles Perroud

Tohti Tunyaz  xinjiang, china  Carol Devine

Zheng Yichun  china  Kevin Tierney 

Ven. Ngawang Phulchung  tibet, china  Mark Frutkin

Nine Eritrea journalists Lisa Pasold

Amir Abbas Fakhravar  iran Mary Burns

Nasser Zarafshan  iran Kevin McLoughlin

Ko Ang Tun / U Myo Htun  burma Liza Potvin

Aung San Suu Kyi  burma Ron Graham

U Win Tin  burma Dave Glaze

Asiye Uzel Zeybek  turkey Ziggy Pattinson

Ragip Zarakolu  turkey Ziggy Pattinson

Rakhim Esenov  turkmenistan Celia Ferrier

Muhammad Bekzhon  uzbekistan Patrick Woodcock

Yusif Ruzimuradov  uzbekistan Patrick Woodcock

Mamadali Makhmudov  uzbekistan Clayton George Bailey

Le Dinh Nhan  vietnam Chi Dang

Pham Hong Son  vietnam Susan Glickman
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The famous American writer and philosopher a bad word? If you live in Burma,  

he is. Just ask Win Tin. The 76-year old writer was arrested in 989 amid a crack-

down by the military against pro-democracy activists. Win Tin was accused of 

being a “leftist” politician, advocating a campaign of civil disobedience and quoting 

from the works of Thoreau. Win Tin was one of several intellectuals with the 

National League for Democracy (NLD) who, during a June 989 meeting, quoted 

passages on civil disobedience from Thoreau. Everyone present, including NLD 

head Aung San Suu Kyi, suggested that they be adapted to the pro-democracy 

struggle in Burma. Win Tin himself was selected by Suu Kyi to prepare a discussion 

on the defiance of authority for a future NLD meeting. At that gathering, Win Tin 

presented the slogan, “defy all orders and authority disapproved by the majority,” 

after Thoreau. The NLD adopted it and had it published in its literature. NLD 

members then began to practise what they preached. A military crackdown was 

inevitable. Virtually the entire NLD executive was arrested. Suu Kyi remains under 

house arrest, while Win Tin continues to serve a cumulative prison term of twenty 

years. The writer has battled failing health and horrible conditions behind bars. 

Win Tin has even been subject on two occasions to a psychologically damaging 

mock release. No doubt that Henry David Thoreau – whose overnight experience 

in prison in 86 inspired his famous essay on civil disobedience – would be 

appropriately appalled at how his name and ideas have resulted in the unjust 

jailing of another writer following in his spirit.
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includes the freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and  

impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
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After the fall of the Taliban in 00, a new era was heralded for Afghanistan. 

Human rights and the rule of law would be enshrined. Afghans took steps to 

reflect this apparently positive change in circumstances, including writer Ali 

Mohaqiq Nasab, who launched the monthly Haqoq-e-Zan (“Women’s Rights”). 

Yet, Nasab was to find out that promoting human rights was a punishable 

offence. In October 00, a Kabul court sentenced him to two years in prison at 

the end of a summary trial on blasphemy charges. Haqoq-e-Zan had re-printed 

articles by Iranian scholar Ayatollah Hussein Ali Montazeri, which local clerics 

deemed “un-Islamic,” that questioned strict interpretations of Islamic law such 

as amputating the hands of thieves as punishment for stealing, publicly stoning 

convicted adulterers and the fact that a woman’s court testimony is considered 

only half as valid as a man’s. The Supreme Court’s religious council, the Dar-

ul-Ifta, issued a verdict against Nasab in September after ruling that the articles 

contradicted Koranic verses. A religious advisor to Afghan President Hamid 

Karzai also filed a complaint about the magazine. Such was the tide of voices 

against Nasab that even the country’s Media Commission, which under Afghan 

law is supposed to try press offences, announced that it would no longer 

recognize him as a magazine editor. The two-year sentence against Nasab was 

reduced to six months, with the blasphemy charges dropped. Still, the editor 

must surely be contemplating the absurd, Orwellian irony of his situation: free 

to publish under the banner “Women’s Rights,” but not to discuss them.



Honorary Members

canada

Zahra Kazemi, a Canadian photojournalist of Iranian 

descent, was murdered in Tehran in July 00 after being 

imprisoned and tortured for taking photographs outside 

Evin prison. Kazemi’s body was buried in Shiraz, southern 

Iran, on July , 00, contrary to the wishes of her son, 

Stéphan Hachemi. Calls for the body to be exhumed and 

repatriated to Canada have fallen on deaf ears. To date, no 

one in Iran has been brought to justice for Kazemi’s murder. 

A show trial in 00 resulted in the acquittal of an Iranian 

security agent. The government of Iran also publicly stated 

that her death was an accident, despite overwhelming 

evidence that the journalist was severely tortured, including 

sexually assaulted, while in custody.

china and autonomous regions

Hada was one of the founders, in 99, of the Southern 

Mongolian Democratic Alliance (SMDA) for the peaceful 

promotion of human rights and Mongolian culture. The 

Chinese authorities reportedly viewed the SMDA as a threat 

to “national unity.” Hada and the SMDA published an 

underground journal, The Voice of Southern Mongolia, and 

he also finished a book, The Way Out for the Southern  

Mongols. In October 989, he opened the Mongolian 

Academic Bookstore in Hohhot. The bookstore was closed 

down immediately after his arrest in 99, and all its books, 

research papers and other properties were confiscated as 

criminal utilities and evidence. Hada is imprisoned in the 

th Prison of Inner Mongolia, in city of Chi Feng (Ulaan-

Hada). He is reportedly prohibited from talking to other 

inmates, allowed only limited contact with his family and 

denied proper medical care.

Gao Qinrong worked for the Xinhua state news agency  

as a reporter. He was arrested on December , 998, and 

sentenced to twelve years’ imprisonment on May  after  

a closed, one-day trial on April 8, 999. The charges are 

believed to have included bribery, embezzlement and 

pimping. It is thought that the charges against him were 

trumped-up and that the real reason for his arrest was a 

report that he published alleging corruption in an irrigation 

project set up in drought-plagued Yuncheng, Shanxi Province. 

Gao’s imprisonment was kept secret until March , 000, 

when CNN International aired a story about his case. 

Qinrong is currently being held in Jinzhong Prison,  

Qi County, Shanxi Province.

Tohti Tunyaz (Muzart) is an ethnic Uighur historian and 

writer from the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, 

China. On March 0, 999, he was sentenced to eleven years’ 

imprisonment and two years’ deprivation of political rights. 

Tunyaz had reportedly been watched by security police for 

some time prior to his arrest, and is said to have been arrested 

with allegedly sensitive material. Some reports claim that the 

content of this material was on ethnic relations published 

for classified circles only; others that it was material 

published for the general public. Tunyaz is said to have been 

formally charged with “inciting national disunity” and 

“stealing state secrets for foreign persons,” charges that were 

amended by the High People’s Court of the Xinjiang Uighur 

Autonomous Region. He has a wife and children in Japan. 

One son was able to visit his father in prison in 00. 

Officials from the Changsha security bureau detained 

journalist, poet and dissident writer Shi Tao near his home 

on November , 00. This came several months after he  

e-mailed notes detailing the propaganda ministry’s 

instructions to the media about coverage of the anniversary 

of the crackdown at Tiananmen Square. On December , 

authorities issued a formal arrest order, charging Shi with 

“leaking state secrets.” On April 7, 00, the Changsha 

Intermediate People’s Court found Shi guilty and sentenced 

him to a 0-year prison term. The court verdict reveals that 
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Yahoo! Holdings (Hong Kong) Ltd provided Chinese police 

with detailed information that enabled them to link Shi’s 

personal email account and the specific message containing 

the alleged “state secret” to the IP address of his computer. 

Shi Tao is a member of the Independent Chinese PEN 

Centre. In late December 00, it was reported that Shi Tao 

was suffering from respiratory problems and skin inflamma-

tion as a result of forced labour.

Zheng Yichun, a Professor of English, was arrested by the 

security services in Yingkou, Liaoning Province, on 

December , 00, and charged with “suspicion of inciting 

subversion of state power.” The Prosecutor’s Office cited 6 

of Zheng’s articles as evidence for the charges against him. 

They were among 00 articles that the police confiscated 

from his home. Zheng, a prolific Internet writer and poet, 

has published several books on a number of topics, 

including political reform, increased capitalism in China and 

an end to the practice of imprisoning writers. Zheng’s trial 

on April 6, 00, lasted less than three hours. Zheng was 

convicted on July , 00, of “incitement to subversion of 

state power” for his critical writings, many of which were 

posted on-line on overseas Web sites. He was sentenced to 

seven years in prison on September 0 by the Yingkou 

Intermediate People’s Court, Liaoning Province. Zheng is 

being held in the No. Prison in Panjin City, Liaoning 

Province. His health has reportedly already taken a turn  

for the worse since his arrest.

Li Zhi is an Internet writer and financial official in the 

Dazhou municipal government, Sichuan Province. He was 

arrested on August 8, 00, by Sichuan Province State 

Security Police after posting an essay on an overseas Web site 

that accused Sichuan officials of corruption. Police seized his 

computer. Li was officially charged on September  with 

“conspiracy to subvert state power” for having contact with 

foreign-based dissidents. The Dazhou Intermediate People’s 

Court sentenced Li, aged , to eight years in prison on 

December . Observers said the punishment was particu-

larly harsh for a cyber-dissident. Li is imprisoned in Sichuan 

Province and is said to be suffering from a worsening 

Hepatitis B condition.

The group of Buddhist monks in the Drepung Monastery, 

known as the Tibetan Freedom Organization, produced  

pro-democracy leaflets, a Tibetan translation of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the first Tibetan 

political manifesto calling for a democratic system based  

on Buddhist tradition. On November 0, 989, they were 

convicted and sentenced from 7 to 9 years in prison for 

various charges of espionage and “counterrevolutionary” 

organizing. It is thought that the long sentences given to  

the members of the group were intended as a warning to 

other Tibetan “separatists.” Of the ten monks who were 

imprisoned, only one remains incarcerated: Ven Ngawang 

Phulchung. Phulchung is serving a 9-year prison term.  

His sentence is due to expire on April , 008.

eritrea

Yusuf Mohamed Ali, Mattewos Habteab, Dawit 

Habtemichael, Medhanie Haile, Emanuel Asrat, Temesken 

Ghebreyesus, Dawit Isaac, Fesshaye Yohannes and Said 

Abdelkader were arrested in the days following September 

, 00. They have yet to be sentenced. The detentions came 

in the wake of the closing down of all eight independent 

newspapers by the authorities on September 8, 00 (these 

include the weeklies Meqaleh, Setit, Tsigenay, Zemen, 

Wintana and Admas). The authorities have either denied 

that a clampdown has taken place, claiming instead that the 

journalists have merely been sent to carry out their national 

service; or that the closures and mass arrests were necessary 

for the sake of national unity; or were effected because of the 

failure of the newspapers to comply with laws covering 

media licences. However, a more likely explanation is that 

the crackdown was an attempt to stamp out criticism of the 

Eritrean government’s treatment of students and political 

dissenters, and its prosecution of the war against Ethiopia.

iran

Iranian intelligence services abducted journalist and film 

critic Siamak Pourzand on November , 00. On  

March 6, 00, Iranian judicial authorities started closed  

and unannounced proceedings against Pourzand. He was 

sentenced to eleven years in prison on April , 00, on 

charges of “undermining state security through his links 

with monarchists and counterrevolutionaries.” It is widely 

believed that the charges against him are based on 

“confessions” that are thought to have been exacted under 

duress. Pourzand was re-arrested on March 0, 00, after 

being conditionally released in December 00. The targeting 

of Pourzand is thought to be connected to his position as 

manager of the Majmue-ye Farrhangi-ye Honari-ye Tehran,  

a cultural centre for writers, artists and intellectuals, or  

to his articles critical of the Islamic regime. As of April 00, 

Pourzand has been on conditional medical leave from 

prison. Every two months, he is required to submit to the 

medical office at Evin a medical report on his condition.

A distinguished member of the Iranian Writers’ Association 

(Kanoon), the Committee on Serial Killings in Iran and the 

Iranian Bar Association, Nasser Zarafshan is the legal 

representative of two of the families of Iranian writers 

assassinated in November 998 in what came to be known in 

Iran as the “serial murders” case. Zarafshan was arrested on 

August 7, 00, and later charged with “disseminating State 

secrets and the possession of firearms and alcohol.” He was 

convicted in a secret trial by a military court and sentenced 

to five years’ imprisonment and fifty lashes. The action 

against Zarafshan is thought to be both in retribution for his 

criticism of the official investigation carried out into the 

serial murders and also as a means of silencing others who 

seek the truth behind the killings. Zarafshan is held in Evin 

Prison and is reportedly in poor health. He suffers from 

stones in both kidneys, which were reportedly contracted 

because of the poor water quality at Evin.

burma/myanmar

The leader of the National League for Democracy (NLD) and 

writer was taken into “protective custody” following violent 

clashes between opposition and pro-government supporters 

on May 0, 00. Aung San Suu Kyi sustained non-life 

threatening injuries during the demonstration. Aung San 

Suu Kyi has been under house arrest at her lake-side home 

in Rangoon/Yangon since then. Most of the NLD’s offices 

have been shut down and the government has ordered the 

indefinite closure of the country’s universities and colleges. 

Aung San Suu Kyi was held under de facto house arrest for 

six years from July 989 to July 99, and again from 

September 000 to May 00. Suu Kyi was awarded the 

Nobel Peace Prize in October 99.

Student activist and writer Ko Aung Tun was arrested in 

February 998 and reportedly sentenced in March 998 to  

years’ imprisonment for writing a book on the history of the 

student movement in Myanmar. According to official reports, 

Ko Aung Tun was charged under the 96 Printers and 

Publishers Registration Act, the Unlawful Association Act and 

the Emergency Provisions Act. At a March , 998 press 

conference, the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) 

claimed that Aung Tun was arrested for “collaborating with 

terrorist groups.” Ko Aung Tun is detained at Insein Prison.

The prominent journalist, writer and Central Executive 

Committee member of the National League for Democracy 

(NLD) was arrested on July , 989, during a nation-wide 

honorary members
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crackdown by the authorities on the opposition. Win Tin, 

now aged 76, was publicly accused of guiding and influencing 

her. He was also accused of being a “leftist” politician who 

urged the NLD to adopt a civil disobedience campaign 

against martial law, quoting the works of philosopher

Henry David Thoreau and the example of Mahatma Gandhi. 

Despite the political allegations against him, he was formally 

charged with a criminal offence and sentenced to three years’ 

hard labour in October 989. In June 99, just a few months 

before completion of his three-year sentence, Win Tin was 

sentenced to an additional 0 years’ imprisonment under 

Section (j) of the 90 Emergency Provisions Act. Win Tin’s 

third prison sentence was imposed on March 8, 996, 

bringing the total years of incarceration to 0. Since the  

start of 006, he has no longer been able to receive visits 

from the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). 

Win Tin is entitled to a twice-monthly visit from a relative 

for 0 to  minutes.

turkey

Asiye Güzel Zeybek was arrested in February 997 during a 

demonstration protesting alleged links between Mafia 

groups and the government. Zeybek was the editor-in-chief 

of Atilim, a radical newspaper, and was accused under 

Article 68 of the Penal Code of connections with the now-

banned Marxist-Leninist Communist Party and specifically 

of running and distributing the MLCP journal Isçinin Yolu 

(Worker’s Path). The initial trial proceedings against Zeybek 

were commenced in February 00, four years after her 

arrest. A series of hearings were since held. At the conclusion 

of a lengthy trial, Zeybek was released on June , 00, after 

spending five years and four months in prison. On October 

6, 00, Zeybek was sentenced to the heavy sentence of  

and a half years’ imprisonment for belonging to the MLCP. 

She currently lives in Sweden.

Ragip Zarakolu’s staunch belief in freedom of expression, his 

vocal campaign against book bannings and his persistence in 

publishing works that violate Turkey’s repressive censorship 

laws have resulted in a series of indictments dating back to 

the early 970s. The Belge Publishing House, which Zarakolu 

owns, has operated under a barrage of charges brought by 

Turkish authorities. He is currently on trial for an article 

published in the journal Ozgur Politka on March 8, 00. 

The article was entitled “Sana Ne” (“Of No Interest”) and its 

lambasting of what Zarakolu describes as Turkey’s “aggressive 

and derogatory language used against the Kurdish region in 

Iraq” has seen the publisher once again fall foul of Article . 

Convictions under Article  carry sentences of between six 

months and two years.

turkmenistan

Rakhim Esenov, a respected novelist, historian and freelance 

correspondent for Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/

RL), remains under investigation in Turkmenistan on the 

charge of “inciting social, national and religious hatred using 

the mass media” with his novel Ventsenosny Skitalets (The 

Crowned Wanderer). If convicted, he faces up to four years’ 

imprisonment. Esenov, 78, was questioned by members of 

the Turkmen Ministry of National Security (MNB) upon his 

return to Turkmenistan on February , 00, following 

medical treatment abroad. Already in poor health following a 

heart attack only two days prior to his arrest, Esenov suffered 

a stroke during interrogation and was taken to hospital. 

Esenov was initially accused of smuggling 800 copies of his 

banned novel – which had been seized by customs officials  

in January 00 – into Turkmenistan from Russia.

uzbekistan

Muhammad Bekzhon was deported from Ukraine in March 

999 on accusation of involvement in a series of explosions 

in Tashkent. Several others were arrested in connection with 

these events, including writer Mamadali Makhmudov. It is 

thought that Bekzhon’s arrest is linked to his association 

with the exiled opposition leader Muhammed Salih (his 

brother) and that the charges are linked to his work on Erk, 

the opposition party’s newspaper, although it has been 

banned since 99. Bekzhon was sentenced to  years in 

prison in March 999. His sentence is set to expire in March 

0. He is held in Kagan Prison in Bukhara. There are 

concerns that Bekzhon has been tortured.

Journalist and opposition politician Yusif Ruzimuradov 

was deported from Ukraine in March 999 on accusation of 

involvement in a series of explosions in Tashkent. Several 

others were arrested in connection with these events. It is 

thought that Ruzimuradov’s arrest is linked to his association 

with the exiled opposition leader Muhammed Salih and that 

the charges are linked to his work on Erk, the opposition 

party’s newspaper (where Ruzimuradov was editor-in-chief), 

although it has been banned since 99. Some of the de-

fendants testified to having been tortured under interroga-

tion including beatings, electric shock and threat of rape 

of female family members. Ruzimuradov was sentenced to 

eight years in prison in March 999, on charges of attempting 

to “overturn the government by force”, “membership of an 

illegal organisation” and “slander” of the Uzbek President. 

His sentence is set to expire in March 008. He is held in 

Navoi Prison.

Mamadali Makhmudov is a well-known poet in Uzbekistan. 

He was taken into custody in February 999 and taken to  

an unknown location. He “reappeared” in May and was 

charged with threatening the president and constitutional 

order. These charges appear to be based on the evidence  

that he possessed copies of the banned Erk newspaper,  

voice of the banned Erk political party, and because of his 

association with writer, Muhammad Salih, Erk’s exiled 

leader. Makhmudov was sentenced to  years in prison. 

Makhmudov received a Hellman/Hammett grant in 000, 

given to recognize the courage of writers around the world 

who have been targets of political persecution and are in 

financial need.

vietnam

Le Dinh Nhan, the Acting Head of the Institute for the 

Propagation of the Dharma, Unified Buddhist Church of 

Vietnam (UBCV), was arrested on December 9, 99, for 

publishing an open letter criticizing government policy on 

freedom of speech and religious expression. He was held 

under “temple arrest” until around mid-99, when he was 

transferred to an isolated area in Quangai. Since 00, he  

has been at Nguyen Thieu Monastery, Binh Fonh Province, 

held incommunicado with security guards reportedly 

permanently stationed at the gates. Le Dinh Nhan has been 

the author of renowned books on Buddhism and Oriental 

philosophy for the last thirty years. He is said to be one of 

the most respected religious leaders of Vietnamese Buddhists.

Pham Hong Son, a doctor and the head of a pharmaceutical 

firm, has been in prison since March 7, 00 for translating 

and posting an article on the Internet headlined, “What is 

democracy?,” which he downloaded from the American 

embassy in Vietnam’s Web site. He had previously posted 

several pro-democracy and human rights articles on 

Vietnamese discussion forums. On June 8, 00, Pham was 

sentenced to  years in prison for “espionage” and to three 

years’ house arrest under the supervision of the Hanoi 

People’s Court. On August 6, his sentence was reduced on 

appeal to five years in prison and three years’ house arrest.  

In late July 00, it was reported that Pham Hong Son had 

been coughing up blood. 

honorary members





The African country of Eritrea gained independence from neighbouring Ethiopia 

in 99. After centuries of occupation and rule by others – including an Italian and 

British presence between the late 9th and first half of the 0th century – Eritrea 

could finally claim to be free. Would that the same could be said of the country’s 

media. Since 00, a “free press” in Eritrea no longer exists. That phrase and what it 

represents are taboo within the country’s borders. The government cracked down 

on all opposition in the shadow of the terror attacks of September , resulting 

in the mass jailing of opposition politicians along with writers, journalists and 

other individuals who clamoured for freedom. Just as during the height of the 

insular Soviet Union and the current “Hermit Kingdom” of North Korea, the 

ability for the outside world to glean information about conditions within 

Eritrea is exceedingly difficult. Indeed, while we know of at least  independent 

journalists who were detained during the 00 crackdown – nine of whom are 

currently Honorary Members of PEN Canada – it is impossible to confirm their 

whereabouts, let alone their fate. Information available to the international 

community is conflicting and unverifiable. Rumours are: a) that the journalists 

were merely sent to carry out their national military service; b) that the actions 

were necessary for the sake of national unity; or c) the newspapers were penalized 

for failure to comply with laws covering media licences. When the government 

lifts its ban of the free press, the world will know the truth. Let us hope that, by 

then, it won’t be too late for these imprisoned journalists.



Honorary Members
Released

uzbekistan   On April , a court in the capital, Tashkent, 

freed Sobirjon Yakubov, a reporter for the state-run weekly 

newspaper Hurriyat (Liberty), for lack of evidence against 

him. Yakubov was detained on April , 00, on suspicion  

of religious extremism and participation in an illegal Islamic 

organization, and criminally charged three days later with 

“undermining the constitutional order of Uzbekistan.” 

Yakubov’s colleagues said the charges against him were politi-

cized and he was being punished for writing about Islam and 

advocating democratic reforms, according to press reports.

iran   On March 7, journalist Akbar Ganji was released from 

Evin prison. He was granted a conditional release in advance of 

the Iranian New Year, which began on March . It was highly 

unlikely that Ganji would be returned to jail. He is said to be in 

weak health and very thin because of a series of hunger strikes  

in 00; however, he is expected to recover fully. Ganji spent 

nearly six years behind bars.

china   Journalist Yu Dongyue was released from prison 

on February  after having spent nearly 7 years behind 

bars. In 989, Yu was sentenced to 0 years in jail following 

the Tiananmen Square massacre. He had been one of the 

individuals who defaced the portrait of Mao Zedong that 

overlooks the square. Because of repeated torture and appalling 

conditions in prison, Yu Dongyue is now clinically insane.

turkey   Charges against Honorary Member Orhan Pamuk 

were dropped in January 006. The renowned author had 

been charged with denigrating Turkish identity over com-

ments that he made to a Swiss newspaper in 00. Pamuk 

faced up to three years in prison if convicted. Article 0 

of the Turkish Penal Code,  under which Pamuk was tried, 

threatens the freedom of expression rights of many other 

Turkish writers and editors.

afghanistan   Editor Ali Mohaqiq Nasab was released from 

prison in December after having served just over two months 

of his sentence. The rest of his six-month term was suspended. 

He had been given a two-year prison term – later reduced on 

appeal to six months – for articles published in his magazine 

Haqoq-e-Zan (Women’s Rights) that were deemed to be  

“un-Islamic” and blasphemous.

sierra leone   Journalist Paul Kamara was released from 

prison on November 9 after having spent  months behind 

bars. The Freetown Appeal Court overturned his October , 

00, conviction by Judge Bankole Rachid, who had sentenced 

him to two concurrent -month sentences for “seditious 

defamation.” Kamara left the court smiling, accompanied 

by his wife and daughter, the staff of his newspaper, other 

journalists and his lawyer.

vietnam   Honorary Member Nguyên Hông Quang was 

released from a forced labour camp on August , apparently 

due to international pressure, two days before Vietnam’s 

national holiday on September . The dissident writer, lawyer 

and General Secretary of the banned Vietnamese Mennonite 

Church was arrested on June 8, 00, for allegedly “instigating 

others to obstruct persons carrying out official duties,” after 

police searched his house in Ho Chi Minh City.

saudi arabia   Newly-crowned King Abdullah of Saudi 

Arabia issued a royal pardon on August 8 releasing  

Ali Al-Domaini, Matrouq Al-Faleh and others. They were  

to be released from jail shortly. Al-Domaini and Al-Faleh were 

among thirteen leading intellectuals and peaceful reform 

advocates who were arrested in March of 00 for expressing 

dissatisfaction with the composition of a new government  

human rights organization and announcing their intentions  

to set up an independent human rights monitor. In May,  

Al-Domaini was sentenced to nine years in prison, while  

Al-Faleh received a six-year prison term. They were convicted 

of “stirring up sedition and disobeying the ruler.”
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Acadia University, Wolfville  

Benjamín Santamaría Ochoa, Mexico 

Writer in Residence 

Banff Centre for the Arts  

Sasan Ghahreman, Iran   

Leighton Studios 

Andrea Hila, Albania   

International Literary  

Translation Centre 

Goran Simic, Bosnia 

Fleck Fellow 

Saboor Siasang, Afghanistan 

Leighton Studios 

Bibliothèque Gabrielle-Roy of  

the Institut Canadien, Quebec City  

Gérard Alexis, Haiti 

Writer in Residence 

Carleton University, Ottawa  

Amatoritsero Ede, Nigeria 

Writer in Residence* 

George Brown College, Toronto 

Mir Hussain Mahdavi, Afghanistan 

Lecturer in Residence 

Aaron Berhane, Eritrea 

Lecturer in Residence 

Benjamín Santamaría Ochoa, Mexico 

Lecturer in Residence 

Laurentian University, Sudbury 

Hassan Chérif Kala, Chad 

Lecturer/Writer in Residence 

Massey College (University of Toronto) 

Admiral Mahic, Bosnia 

Goran Simic, Bosnia 

Martha Kumsa, Ethiopia 

Reza Baraheni, Iran 

Patricia Suárez, Colombia 

McMaster University, Hamilton 

Nooshin Salari, Iran 

Writer in Residence 

Owen Sound, City of  

Saghi Ghahraman, Iran 

Writer in Residence 

Ryerson University, Toronto  

Sheng Xue, China 

Creative non-fiction course 

Tahir Gora, Pakistan 

Creative non-fiction course 

Sheila Copps & Associates, Hamilton  

Joao de Almeida Domingos, Angola 

Indefinite use of writing space at office 

Nooshin Salari, Iran 

Indefinite use of writing space at office 

Toronto Writers’ Centre  

Petronila Cleto (Philippines) 

Gordana Icevska (Macedonia)  

Sheng Xue (China)  

Writers in residence 

Trent University, Peterborough  

Goran Simic, Bosnia 

Writer in Residence 

Benjamín Santamaría Ochoa, Mexico 

Writer in Residence 

University of King’s College, Halifax  

Genc Tirana, Albania 

Writer in Residence* 

University of Saskatchewan  

Ameera Javeria, Pakistan 

PEN Canada/RBC Writer’s Fellowship 

for New Canadians 

University of Toronto  

Reza Baraheni, Iran 

Centre for Comparative Literature 

University of Windsor  

Emma Beltrán, Mexico 

Writer in Residence 

York University, Toronto  

Tesfaye Kumsa, Ethiopia 

Master of Arts, Communications;  

tuition waived 

Reza Baraheni, Iran 

Writer in Residence, Winters College 

Since the inception of PEN Canada’s Writers in Exile Network,  

we have secured residencies for many writers in exile.

Below is a list of past and current placements and partners in the Writers in Exile Network.
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*  The Author Residencies program of the Canada 

Council for the Arts graciously provided funding 

for these two placements.

Exiles





While it is highly regarded in countries that practise it, “democracy” is 

considered a “bad word” in many parts of the world, perhaps no more so than 

in Tibet. A large, forbidding land that was thought to be the inspiration for 

the fabled Shangri-la, since the invasion by China in 90, Tibet has become a 

dystopian and forcibly occupied region. In 989, several Buddhist monks from 

the Drepung Monastery in the Tibetan capital of Lhasa decided to speak out 

against Chinese repression. They sought what Beijing denies them to this day: 

democracy. They produced leaflets in favour of democratic institutions and 

published a Tibetan translation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

The monks also drafted a political manifesto that called for a democratic system 

based on Buddhist traditions. This was too much for the Chinese authorities. 

Police rounded up the participating monks and brought trumped-up charges 

of belonging to a “counter-revolutionary group” and of producing “reactionary 

literature.” After a short show-trial, the monks were all given lengthy prison 

terms, the longest being 9 years. They were sent to the notorious Drapchi 

Prison in the Tibetan capital of Lhasa. One of the monks, Kelsang Thutop, 

died in prison in 996 of an undisclosed illness; it is thought that he died 

of complications resulting from ill-treatment and malnutrition while in jail.

To date, all but one of the monks have been freed. The reputed leader of the 

group, Ven. Ngawang Phulchung, remains behind bars in reportedly terrible 

conditions. He is an Honorary Member of PEN Canada.
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Supporters

honorary patron
John Ralston Saul

corporate circle 
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for 3 years

Conros Corporation

RELAY/HDS Retail

sustaining patrons 
$5,000 or more per year

Margaret Atwood

George & Martha Butterfield

Rt. Hon.  

 Adrienne Clarkson 

Janne M. Duncan, Fasken  

 Martineau DuMoulin llp

Ecentricarts

Arthur Gelgoot & Associates 

The Globe and Mail

HarperCollinsCanada Ltd.

Ydessa Hendeles Art   

 Foundation

McClelland & Stewart

McNally Robinson Booksellers

Trina McQueen

Random House of Canada Ltd.

John Ralston Saul

Soapbox Design

 Communications Inc. 

The Toronto Star

patrons
$1,000 to $4,999

A Different Drummer Books

Michael Adams

Jamie & Patsy Anderson

James Appel

Alliance Atlantis Inc.

Anonymous

The Bennett Family   

 Foundation

Suresh Pal Singh  

 & Nutan Bhalla

Walter M. & Lisa Balfour  

 Bowen

Patrick Boyer

Bryan Prince Bookseller

Paulette Bourgeois

Hank Bulmash

Chadha Family Foundation

Robert Chang Architect Inc.

Honor & Michael de Pencier

Douglas & Mary Dyment

Sandra Faire & Ivan Fecan

George Brown College

Goldfarb Intelligence   

 Marketing Corporation

Ron & Gillian Graham  

 (in memory of Arthur 

 Gelgoot)

William & Cathy Graham

Scott Griffin

Nigel Guilford

The Haynes-Connell  

 Foundation

Valerie Hussey

Philip Jackman

The Norman & Margaret  

 Jewison Foundation

Mark Kingwell

Patricia Keresteci

Bruce MacDougall 

 & Lucy Waverman

Margaret Macmillan

Yann Martel

Hugh McLean

Ruth Mesbur  

 & Harlan Schonfeld

Rohinton & Freny Mistry

Pages Books and Magazines

Paul & Michele Paterson

Munir Pervaiz

Wendy Pitblado

Raincoast Books

Constance & Leon Rooke

Janet Somerville

Gary Singh

Trevor & Wanda Spurr

The Strategic Counsel

Susan Tanenbaum  

 & Judith Tatar

J. Walter Thompson Co. Ltd.

Times Group Corporation

Torys llp

Bruce Walsh

Ronald Wright

book royalties circle
Alberto Manguel  

 and Macfarlane Walter  

 & Ross, God’s Spies: Stories 

 in Defiance of Oppression

Eleanor Wachtel, Writers  

 and Company, More  

 Writers and Company  

 and Original Minds

grants
The Canada Council  

 for the Arts

Canadian Commission  

 for UNESCO

 

Department of  

 Canadian Heritage

International Development  

 Research Centre

The Maytree Foundation

RBC Foundation

event sponsors/
proceeds 00-06
James Appel

Audi

Bell Globemedia

BMO Financial Group

Book City

George & Martha Butterfield

Conros Corporation

The Cooke Agency Inc.

Cumberland Investments

Deloitte & Touche llp

Diamond & Schmitt Architects

Doubleday Canada

Four Seasons Hotel

The Globe and Mail

Hamilton Poetry Centre

Harper Collins Canada

House of Anansi Press

Humber College

Hutton-Belleville Inc.

H.B. Fenn and  

 Company Limited

Indigo Books & Music Inc.

International Festival  

 of Authors

John Wiley & Son

Library and Archives Canada 

 Bibliothèque et Archives  

 Canada

McClelland & Stewart Ltd.
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Florence Minz

North 49 Books

Sir Christopher Ondaatje

Stratford Festival of Canada

Osler Hoskin & Harcourt llp

Penguin Group (Canada)

Craig Pyette

Random House of Canada Ltd.

RBC Financial

Royal St. George’s College

Saturday Night

Scotiabank

Showcase/Alliance Atlantis  

 Communications Inc.

Soapbox Design   

 Communications Inc.

Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.

Toronto Life

Toronto Public Library

The Toronto Star

University of Guelph

Westwood Creative Artists

free expression circle 
more than $60 per year

Tom Allen

Paul Almond

Bluma Appel

Diane Archambault

Alison Armstrong

Kim Aubrey

James Bacque

Reza Baraheni

Jim Bartley

Henry Beissel

Paul Bennett

Eugene Benson

Michal Berman

Shamila Bhalla

Marilyn Biderman

Sandra Birdsell

Neil Bissoondath

David Blewett

Harald Bohne

Alice Boissonneau

Jane Bow

Bowness High School

Patrick Boyer

Mary Brebner

Chester Brown

Colin Browne

William Bruneau

Jacqueline Burke

Lin M. Burman

Bonnie Burnard

Guy Burry

Brian Caines

June Callwood

Canadian School Book 

Exchange

Cathy Capes

Sherrill Cheda

Beverley Chernos

Wayson Choy

George Clark

Stephen Clarkson

Joan D. Clayton

Andrew Cohen

Karen Connelly

Margaret R. Conrad

Robert Cooper

Judy Creighton-Kidd

Kelly Crichton

David Cronenberg

Jean Cross Newman

Lorna Crozier

Michael Crummey

Alan Cumyn

George Daicos

Dorothy Davidson

Natalie Zemon Davis

Brian Day

Diane Davy

Michael Decter

Rob Degoeij

Louise Dennys

Suzanne DePoe

Svetlana Dimitroff

Brenda Dinnick

Jack E.G. E. Dixon

James Doak

Chris Doda

James Downey

Warren Dunford

Valerie Elia

Vera E. Emerson

Shirley Enns

John Evans

Susan Evans Shaw

Cary Fagan

Moira Farr

Joy Fielding

Marilyn Field-Marsham

Morris & Sibyl Fine

Beatrice Fischer

Cynthia Flood

Helen Fogwill Porter

Judy Fong Bates

Charles Foran

Evelyn Foster

Deborah Fox

John A. Fraser

Bill Freeman

Katerina Fretwell

Rocco Galati

George Galt

Simon Gamsa

H. Roger Garland

Gale Zoë Garnett

Shree Ghatage

Camilla Gibb

Graeme Gibson

Sally Gibson

Carol Goar

Barbara T. Godard

Béa Gonzalez

Abby Goodrum

Alison Gordon

Deborah Gorham

Sheila Goulet

Shelagh Dawn Grant

Shirley Grant

Charlotte J. Gray

Lyndsay Green

Krystyne Griffin

Isobel Grundy

Camilla Gryski

Irene Guilford

Sandra Gulland

Peter Harcourt

Dorothy L. Hartsell

Kathryn Harvey

Marwan Hassan

Elizabeth Hay

Emily Hearn

Dorris Heffron

Margaret Hennig

Mavis Himes

Anne Holloway

Nancy Holmes

Helen Holtby

Chris Huband

Isabel Huggan

Margaret Anne Hume

Martin Hunter

Anthony Hyde

Gary Hyland

David Israelson

Frances Itani

Marni Jackson

Vivette J. Kady

Smaro Kamboureli

Barbara Kaye

Suanne Kelman

Arthur Kent

David Kent

Kim Kerridge

Bruce Kidd

Camie Kim

Estee Klar-Wolfond

Sarah Klassen

Kathryn Kuitenbrouwer

Joel Kumove

Martha Kumsa

Eva Kushner

Thu Van Lam

Carol Lawlor

Keith Ross Leckie

Nancy Leclerc

Stella Lee

Alexander Leggatt

Mark Leiren-Young

Harvey A. Levenstein

Anna Lidstone

Jane Lind

Francois Lizotte

Marion Lord

Celia B. Lottridge

Robert Lower

Anna Luengo

Liz Lundell

Brian Lynch

Flora MacDonald

Fina MacDonell

Janet G. MacInnis

Claire Mackay

R.V. MacLeod

Alberto Manguel

Charles Mappin

Dave Margoshes

Shirley Marsden

Sandra Martin

Phillip Maude

Sophie Mayer

Doris McCarthy

Lynn McDonald

John McGreevy

Fiona McHugh

Scott McIntyre

Ami McKay

Angus McLaren

Barbara McLean

Jack McLeod

Kevin McLoughlin

Susan McMaster

George McWhirter

Sybille Melotte

Alan Middleton

Anne Millyard

Aaron Milrad

Wooil M. Moon

Maureen Moore

Christopher Moore

Shani Mootoo

Tom Morris

Daniel David Moses

Elisabeth Mouland

Moylena Foundation

Karen Mulhallen

Alice Munro

Joseph Nanni

Marie Natanson

Nghia Huu Nguyen

Christine Nielsen

Iris Nowell

John O’Brian

Peter O’Brien

Rosemary Oliver

Catherine Olsen

John Otter

Edita Page

P.K. Page

Kit Pearson

David Peddie

Susan Perren

Ron Philipp

Edward O. Phillips

M.B. Planck

Anna Porter

Alison Prentice

Wynn Quon

Carolyn Raber

C. Ramkhalawansingh

Vojislav Rasovic

Ann Rauhala

Daphne Read

Marc Reppin

Nino Ricci

CS Richardson

Edward Riche

Carol Roberts

David Rothberg

Clayton C. Ruby

Jane Rule

Gabriel Safdie

Sonia Saikaley

David Scheffel

Judith Scherer Herz

Jonathan Schmidt

Brian Schnurr

Alvin Schrader

John Sewell

Ingrid Shiner

Haroon Siddiqui

Maggie Siggins

David Silcox

Gordon Sim

Diane Sims

Patricia Sinervo

Shawna Singh Baldwin

Marcia Sirota

Elaine Slater

Katherine Smalley

Joyce E. Smith

Denis Smith

Khalid Sohail

Herbert Solway

Mary Lou Soutar-Hynes

Vinita Srivastava

Tim Stewart

Nalini Stewart

Betsy Struthers

Merna Summers

Susan Swan

George Swede

Eileen Tackaberry

Muhammad Tahir

Patti Tasko

John Terpstra

Ellie Tesher

Eileen Thalenberg

Blossom Thom

Earle Toppings

Margaret Toth
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William Toye

Minhtri Truong

Vernon G. Turner

Alan Twigg

Priscila Uppal

Pablo Urbanyi

Jane Urquhart

John Vaillant

Aritha Van Herk

Guy Vanderhaeghe

Katharine Vansittart

Vaughan Sec. Sch. English  

 & Drama Dept.

Richard A. Vernon

Sue Vohanka

Eleanor Wachtel

Christopher Waddell

Andrew Wainwright

David Waltner-Toews

Leenco L. Waquayyo

Kelly Watt

Rudy Wiebe

Susan Wilson

Judith Woodsworth

Vicki Wright

Zeidler Partnership

Jan Zwicky

members
Elizabeth Abbott

Kerry Abel

Mark Abley

Philip Adams

Doreen Adams

Frank Addario

Alexander Affleck

Don Aker

Patricia Aldana

Annick Press Ltd.

Tom Allen

Joan Alexander

Paul Almond

Maria Amuchastegui

Doris Anderson

Jane Anderson

Bluma Appel

James Appel

Beth Appeldoorn

Diane Archambault

Alison Armstrong

Tammy Armstrong

Sally Armstrong

Lynn Atkins

Margaret Atwood

Kim Aubrey

John Ayre

James Bacque

Clayton Bailey

Reza Baraheni

Joan L. Barfoot

Joyce C. Barkhouse

Maude Barlow

B.H. Barlow

Hon. James Bartleman

Jim Bartley

Radomir Baturan

Nancy Bauer

Jean Rae Baxter

Doug Beardsley

Janice Bearg

Carolyn Beck

Henry Beissel

Paul Bennett

Holly Bennett

Eugene Benson

David Bergen

Michelle Berry

Lynn Bevan

David Bezmozgis

Sandra Birdsell

Neil Bissoondath

Arthur Black

Joe Blades

Marie-Claire Blais

David Blewett

Giles Blunt

Fred Bodsworth

Harald Bohne

Alice Boissonneau

Stephanie Bolster

Roo Borson

Sam Boskey

Paulette Bourgeois

Jane Bow

Lisa Balfour Bowen

Lynne Bowen

Marilyn Bowering

Alex Boyd

Patrick Boyer

Karleen Bradford

Ruth Bradley-St-Cyr

Mary J. Breen

T. Ann Brennan

Maurice Breslow

Raymond Breton

Elizabeth Brewster

Chester Brown

Colin Browne

William Bruneau

Renata Bubelis

Diane Buchanan

Hank Bulmash

Jacqueline Burke

Lin M. Burman

Bonnie Burnard

Mary Burns

Guy Burry

Catherine Bush

Sharon Butala

George Butterfield

Martha Butterfield

Georgia Byng

Stephen Cain

Brian Caines

Mary Calder

Paul Caldwell

June Callwood

Ellen Campbell

Canadian Authors Association

Cathy Capes

Barbara Carey

Candace Carman

Susan Carnahan

David C. Carpenter

Ron Charach

Semi Chellas

Beverley Chernos

Wayson Choy

Lesley Choyce

Johanne Clare

George Clark

Joan Clark

Stephen Clarkson

Joan D. Clayton

Cecile Cloutier

Maria Coffey

Andrew Cohen

Edgar H. Cohen

Sandra Cohen-Rose

Karen Cole

Don Coles

Robert J. Collins

John Robert Colombo

Marisa Comoglio

Jan Conn

Karen Connelly

Margaret R. Conrad

Eleanor Cook

Russ Cook

Michael Cooke

Robert Cooper

Beverley Cooper

Paul Copeland

Campbell Cork

Flavia Cosma

Jack Costello

Susan Crean

Patrick G. Crean

Judy Creighton-Kidd

Kelly Crichton

David Cronenberg

Jean Cross Newman

Lorna Crozier

Michael Crummey

Mary Ellen Csamer

Alan Cumyn

Lynn A. Cunningham

Shane Curry

Paulo Da Costa

George Daicos

Stephen Dale

Susan Daly

Jawaid Danish

Dorothy Davidson

Gwen C. Davies

Natalie Zemon Davis

Lauren B. Davis

Diane Davy

Brian Day

Jennifer de Alwis

Monica De Jersey

Nick de Pencier

Honor de Pencier

Michael Decter

Rob Degoeij

Teri Degler

Paul Delaney

Velma Demerson

Kristen den Hartog

Louise Dennys

Suzanne DePoe

Patricia Deverell

William Deverell

Carol Devine

Marcello Di Cintio

Mary Di Michele

Wilf S. Dinnick

Jack E.G. E. Dixon

James Doak

Chris Doda

Deborah Donahue

Douglas F. Donegani

James Downey

Mary Alice Downie

Charles Doyle

Sharon Abron Drache

Stan Dragland

Lorna Drew

Sandy Frances Duncan

Janne M. Duncan

Warren Dunford

Catherine Dunphy

Jill Dupuis

Douglas Dyment

Peggy Edwards

R. Bruce Elder

Valerie Elia

Sarah Ellis

Deborah Ellis

Sarah Elton

Vera E. Emerson

John English

Shirley Enns

John Evans

Jonathan Evans

Susan Evans Shaw

Cary Fagan

Kim Fahner

Sandra Faire

Moira Farr

Daryl Favor

Celia Ferrier

Joy Fielding

Marilyn Field-Marsham

Judith Finlayson

Joan Finnigan

Joe Fiorito

Beatrice Fischer

Sheila Fischman

Peggy Fletcher

Elizabeth Fletcher

Nancy Flight

Cynthia Flood

Helen Fogwill Porter

Judy Fong Bates

Charles Foran

Catherine Ford

Hannah Forman

Evelyn Foster

Deborah Fox

Keath Fraser

John A. Fraser

Josh Freed

Bill Freeman

Vera Frenkel

Katerina Fretwell

Mark Frutkin

Alain G. Gagnon

Sylvie Gagnon

Rocco Galati

Benj Gallander

Priscilla Galloway

George Galt

Gale Zoë Garnett

Bernadette Gasslein

Suzanne Gauthier

Marie-Louise Gay

John Bart Gerald

Ali Gharajehlou

Shree Ghatage

Camilla Gibb

J.A. Gibbons

Graeme Gibson

Sally Gibson

Michael A. Gilbert

Rashid Gill

David Glaze

Susan Glickman

Carol Goar

Barbara T. Godard

Dag Goering

Nora Gold

Leona Gom

Béa Gonzalez

Oscar Goodman

Alison Gordon

Deborah Gorham

Joan Anne Gould

Allan Gould

Sheila Goulet

Katherine Govier

Barbara Gowdy

Catherine Graham

Shelagh Dawn Grant

Charlotte J. Gray

Lyndsay Green

Michael Greenstein

L.B. Greenwood

Scott Griffin

Elizabeth Griffiths

Isobel Grundy

Camilla Gryski
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Nigel Guilford

Irene Guilford

Sandra Gulland

Genni Gunn

Sylvia Gunnery

Yanela Guzman-Corona

Richard Gwyn

Kelly Haggart

Peyman Adl Dousti Hagh

Susan Haley

Gerald Hallowell

Jane Eaton Hamilton

Peter Harcourt

Robert Harlow

Kim Harris

Erina Harris

Donald Harron

Isobel Harry

Dorothy L. Hartsell

Kenneth J. Harvey

Kathryn Harvey

Marwan Hassan

Farzana Hassan Shahid

Beatriz Hausner

Elizabeth Hay

Steven Hayward

Emily Hearn

Terrence Heath

Dorris Heffron

Steven Heighton

Ernest Hekkanen

Michael Helm

Ydessa Hendeles

David Henderson

Valerie Hennell

Lynn Henry

Quade Hermann

Peter A. Herrndorf

Michael Hetherington

Andrea Hila

Mavis Himes

Peter M. Hinchcliffe

Jack Hodgins

Pauline Holdstock

Gregory Hollingshead

Anne Holloway

Nancy Holmes

Cynthia Holz

Robert Hough

Blanche Howard

Karen Howell

Isabel Huggan

Susan Hughes

Margaret Anne Hume

J. Timothy Hunt

Martin Hunter

Valerie Hussey

Linda Hutsell-Manning

Anthony Hyde

Sheila Hyland

Gary Hyland

Frank Iacobucci

Susan Ioannou

David Israelson

Frances Itani

Marni Jackson

Jane Jacobs

Maria Jacobs

Myriam Jarsky

Stephen B. Johnson

Lorraine Johnson

William Johnson

Julie Johnston

Vivette J. Kady

Smaro Kamboureli

Lynda Kanelakos

Beth Kaplan

Samsum Kashfi

Barbara Kaye

Heather Kellerhals-Stewart

Michael Kennedy

Arthur Kent

David Kent

Patricia Keresteci

Fred Kerner

Michael Kerr

Kim Kerridge

Bruce Kidd

Thomas Kierans

Camie Kim

Thomas King

Warren Kinsella

Estee Klar-Wolfond

Sarah Klassen

Kenneth Klonsky

Myrna Kostash

Pat Krause

Anita Krumins

Kathryn Kuitenbrouwer

Janice Kulyk Keefer

Shirley Kumove

Martha Kumsa

Eva Kushner

Ben Labovitch

Thu Van Lam

Robert A. Lane

Carol Lawlor

Keith Ross Leckie

Dennis Lee

Nanci Lee

Stella Lee

Gordon J. Leenders

Alexander Leggatt

Mark Leiren-Young

Harvey A. Levenstein

Bernice Lever

Sara Lee Lewis

Dorothy Lichtblau

Anna Lidstone

Jane Lind

Francois Lizotte

Margaret Logan

Augusta L. Lokhorst

Marion Lord

Barb Lord

Celia B. Lottridge

Jennifer Love Grove

Torry Lowenbach

Robert Lower

Anna Luengo

Mary Lund

Liz Lundell

Richard Lush

Brian Lynch

Flora MacDonald

Bruce MacDougall

David Macfarlane

Janet G. MacInnis

Joe MacInnis

Claire Mackay

Donna Jean MacKinnon

R.V. MacLeod

Roy MacSkimming

Joan Magee

Anne Malena

Tariq Malik

Kim Maltman

Alberto Manguel

Diana Manole

Jackie Manthorne

Ronald A. Manzer

Charles Mappin

Gary Marcuse

Dave Margoshes

Yann Martel

Emile Martel

Sandra Martin

Cari Mason

Robin Mathews

Bruce Matthews

Phillip Maude

Sophie Mayer

Doris McCarthy

S.A.M McCue

Anne McDermid

Bob McDevitt

Lynn McDonald

Donna McDougall

Susan McDougall

Robert McGill

K.A. McGinn

Ken McGoogan

Donald McGorman

John McGreevy

Fiona McHugh

Hope McIntyre

Scott McIntyre

Don McKay

Ami McKay

Loreena McKennitt

Catherine McKercher

Angus McLaren

Barbara McLean

Hugh A. McLean

Helen McLean

Jack McLeod

Kevin McLoughlin

Susan McMaster

Ria Jean McMurtry

Linda McQuaig

Trina McQueen

Tessa McWatt

George McWhirter

Sybille Melotte

Anne Metikosh

Anne Michaels

Rod Mickleburgh

Alan Middleton

Ruth and Eric Miller

Lily Poritz Miller

Anne Millyard

Aaron Milrad

David Mirvish

Rohinton Mistry

Jack Mitchell

Orm Mitchell

Catherine Mitchell

Wendy Mitchinson

Frances Money

Wooil M. Moon

Maureen Moore

Christopher Moore

Shani Mootoo

Tom Morris

Stephen Morrissey

Shauna Mosbeck

Daniel David Moses

Elisabeth Mouland

Erin Moure

Claire Mowat

Moylena Foundation

Karen Mulhallen

Alayna Munce

Alice Munro

Robert Munsch

Joseph Nanni

Florence Narine

Angela Narth

Marie Natanson

Lorri Neilsen Glenn

Alex Newell

Stephen L. Newman

Van Tan Ngo

Hal Niedzviecki

Christine Nielsen

Domina Nocero

Iris Nowell

Morgan Nyberg

John O’Brian

Peter O’Brien

Mohamad Zahir Ofuq

Johannes Oja

David Olds

Rosemary Oliver

Catherine Olsen

Michael Ondaatje

Natalie Onuska

James Orbinski

John Otter

Edita Page

P.K. Page

Karimullah Paikar

Morris Panych

Erna Paris

Lisa Pasold

Sapana Patel

Paul Paterson

Gianna Patriarca

Kit Pearson

David Peddie

David Penhale

Sheila Pennington

John Pepall

Susan Perren

Stan Persky

Munir Pervaiz

Jordan Pettle

Edward O. Phillips

Sandra Phinney

Wendy Pitblado

M.B. Planck

Carolyn Pogue

Pamela Porter

Anna Porter

Liza Potvin

Liuvbov Poustilnik

Beth Powning

Alison Prentice

Barbara J. Pulling

Gaylene Pyryhora

Darlene Barry Quaife

Wynn Quon

Carolyn Raber

Michael Rachlis

Mehrub Rahman

Iraj Rahmani

C. Ramkhalawansingh

Vojislav Rasovic

Senthilnathan Ratnasabapathy

Ann Rauhala

Daphne Read

Barbara Reid

Kati Rekai

Marc Reppin

Philip Resnick

Nino Ricci

Tadzio Richards

CS Richardson

Edward Riche

Hollis Rinehart

Joanne Ritchie

Erika Ritter

Carol Roberts

Joseph Roberts

Suzanne Robertson

Joel & Mary Rochon

Renee Rodin

Stan Rogal

Denise Roig

Chris Rolton

Constance M. Rooke

Lion Rooke
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Rachel Rose

Gary Ross

Veronica Ross

J. Nicholas Ross

David Rotenberg

Abraham Rotstein

Frederika Rotter

Douglas Roy

Bonnie Rozanski

Clayton C. Ruby

Jane Rule

Catherine Russell

Elizabeth Ruth

Nancy Ruth

Gabriel Safdie

Sonia Saikaley

Kaziwa Salih

Devyani Saltzman

Rick Salutin

Barbara Samuels

Richard Sandbrook

Barbara Sapergia

Larry Scanlan

Rebecca Schechter

David Scheffel

Mary Schendlinger

Judith Scherer Herz

Brian Schnurr

Annette Schouten Woudstra

Alvin Schrader

Dianne Scott

Desmond Scott

Shyam Selvadurai

John Sewell

Halina Shaller

Whitney Shanfield

Jack R. Shapiro

Ian C. Shaw

Caroline Shepard

Victor A. Shepherd

Ingrid Shiner

Sandra Shreve

Haroon Siddiqui

Maggie Siggins

David Silcox

Antanas Sileika

Gordon Sim

Behrooz Simai

Joseph Simons

Diane Sims

Donna Sinclair

Shawna Singh Baldwin

Josef Skvorecky

Arthur Slade

Elaine Slater

Sarah Slean

Gillian Smart

Carolyn Smart

John W. Smith

Russell Smith

Michael Smith

Denis Smith

Khalid Sohail

Evan Solomon

Janet Somerville

Mary Lou Soutar-Hynes

Francis Sparshott

Heather Spears

Randi Spires

Marie Elyse St. George

David Staines

Ken Stange

John Steffler

Blema S. Steinberg

J.J. Steinfeld

Warren Stevenson

Tim Stewart

Kathy Stinson

Susan Stromberg-Stein

Elaine Strosberg

Betsy Struthers

Sean Stuckless

Rosemary Sullivan

Don Summerhayes

Merna Summers

Fraser Sutherland

Susan Swan

George Swede

M.E. Symons

Ania Szado

George Szanto

Eileen Tackaberry

Muhammad Tahir

Patti Tasko

Drew Hayden Taylor

John Terpstra

Ellie Tesher

Eileen Thalenberg

Madeleine Thien

Blossom Thom

Audrey G. Thomas

Colin Thomson

Joan Bond Thornton-McLeod

Kevin Tierney

Miriam Toews

Rudi Tomic

Ihor Tomkiw

Earle Toppings

Joan Tosoni

Lola Tostevin

Margaret Toth

William Toye

Kim Trainor

Minhtri Truong

Iris Tupholme

Vernon G. Turner

Alan Twigg

Julita Tyszewicz

Priscila Uppal

Pablo Urbanyi

Jane Urquhart

Geoffrey Ursell

John Vaillant

Aritha Van Herk

Guy Vanderhaeghe

Katharine Vanderlinden

Katharine Vansittart

Vaughan Sec. Sch. English  

 & Drama Dept.

Merel Veldhuis

Brenda Vellino

Richard A. Vernon

Kim Vicente

Sue Vohanka

Eleanor Wachtel

Christopher Waddell

Fred Wah

Andrew Wainwright

Ruth Walmsley

David Waltner-Toews

Leenco L. Waquayyo

Kelly Watt

Thomas Waugh

Martin Waxman

Joyce Wayne

Margaret Webb

Barry Webster

Bev & Barry Wellman

Norma West Linder

Lyn Westwood

Sue Wheeler

Rudy Wiebe

David Williams

Susan Wilson

Sheri-D Wilson

Trish Windrim

Caroline Winter

Catherine Wismer

Sarah Withrow

Rose Wolfe

Bob Woodburn

Patrick Woodcock

Judith Woodsworth

Richard Wright

Ronald Wright

Writers Guild of Alberta

Rachel Wyatt

Betty Jane Wylie

Tim Wynne-Jones

Mehri Yalfani

Pam Young

David Young

Catherine Young Bates

Chro Zand

Mohamad Zandi

Jane & Eb Zeidler

Zeidler Partnership

Xiaolan Zhao

Carmen A. Ziolkowski

Jan Zwicky

donors
Elizabeth Abbott

Gladys Ascah

E.F. Charles

Brian Coleman

Pegi Dover

Wendy Fletcher

Else Groves

Rosemary Hoey

Sheila Katz

Joseph Kirman

Jacquelin Lewis

Larry McDonald

Richard Moore

Harriet K. Morris

Farnaz Ogaick

David Peebles

Nina Picton

Louise Polland

Bernadette Ryan

Jennifer Shalinsky

Anita L. Shir-Jacob

Val Taylor

Angela & Ian Trowell

volunteers
Zdenka Acin

Stephan Acin

Margaret Atwood

Salah Bachir

Lee Bailie

Frances Bedford

Aaron Berhane

Shaughnessy Bishop-Stall

Emily Blakelock

Naomi Blank

Lara Bober

Paul t Brooks

Francine Buchner

June Callwood

Maureen Carter-Whitney

Sunir Chandaria

Bob Cohen

Karen Connelly

Helen Cozac

Judy Creighton-Kidd

Jennifer Cunningham

Susan Daly

Kelli Deeth

Teri Degler

Ron Eckel

Julie Edelstein

Naomi Fraser

Christopher Frey

Jonathon Gatehouse

Jian Ghomeshi

Michael Gillies

Charles Gillis

Zaffi Gousopoulos

Katherine Govier

Jackie Grandy

Stephen Gregory

Jennifer Gurbin

Jackleen Hanna

Zenon Harley

Kevin Harper

Beatriz Hausner

Maggie Helwig

Kelly Hill

D’Arcy Jenish

Lynda Kanelakos

Lloyd Kelley

Ellen Kobayashi

Lesley Krueger

Jenni Kuratczyk

Andrea Lanfranco

Stella Lee

Amber Lin

Joan Lister

Anna Luengo

Pasha Malla

Nick Massey-Garrison

Veronique Menou

Anne Michaels

Sadia Mir

Daniel Mordecai

Christina Moro

Rob Morphy

Alice Munro

Ellen Munro

Hal Niedzviecki

Beatrice Nkundwa

Iris Nowell

Steve Paikin

Morgan Paulhus

Munir Pervaiz

Craig Pyette

Paul Quarrington

Ingrid Randoja

Melissa Rhodes

Keith Richards

Erica Ritter

Tara Roy-Dicliemente

Jackleen Salaam

Anne Séguin

Whitney Shanfield

Matthew Sibiga

Francisca Sinn

Reisa Slade

Jennifer Smith

Evan Solomon

Ayo Sopeju

Michael Strachan

Fraser Sutherland

Susan Swan

Hallie Switzer

Kevin Sylvester

Don Tanguay

Patti Tasko

Rachel Thexton

Jane Urquhart

Kelly Watt

Margaret Webb

Max Wickens

Pike Wright

Richard Yerema

James Young
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